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ABSTRACT: Chemical ordering in bimetallic nanocrystallites can
now be efficiently determined by density-functional calculations
with the help of topological energy expressions. Herein, we deal
with extending the usage of that computational scheme. We show
that it enables one to structurally characterize bimetallic nano-
particles of less regular shapes than previously studied magic-type
particles. In fcc Pd−Au particles of different shapes (cuboctahedral
Pd58Au58, C3v Pd61Au61, cubic Pd68Au67, and truncated octahedral
Pd70Au70), we identify the surface segregation of gold as the driving
force to the lowest-energy chemical ordering. We applied the
calculated descriptor values quantifying the segregation propensity
of Au and energies of Pd−Au bonds in these ∼1.5 nm large particles to optimize and analyze the chemical ordering in 3.7−6 nm
large Pd−Au particles. We also discuss how to predict the chemical ordering in nanoalloys at elevated temperatures. The present
study paves the way to advanced structural investigations of nanoalloys to substantially accelerate their knowledge-driven
engineering and manufacturing.

1. INTRODUCTION

Bimetallic nanocrystals (nanoalloys) often exhibit peculiar
properties, which explains their continuously growing applica-
tion in areas ranging from devices for information storage and
optoelectronics to catalysis or nanomedicine.1,2 The versatility
of nanoalloys is related to their additional degrees of freedom
compared to monometallic nanosystems. Indeed, varying the
composition and the chemical orderingmutual positions of
different constituting metal atomscan dramatically affect
nanoalloy properties. However, these new degrees of freedom
greatly increase the structural complexity of bimetallic nano-
materials making their atomic characterization very challenging.
The limitation of experimental studies of nanoalloys is the lack
of three-dimensional atomic resolution in common setups,3,4

which prevents precise structural characterization of surface
sites. Electronic-structure calculations do not suffer from this
deficiency. However, their applications up to now have been
essentially limited to investigations of relatively small
heterometallic particles,5,6 whose properties may not be
representative7,8 of the properties of larger particles dealt
with in typical experiments and applications.9,10

Recently, we proposed a method that allows one to
determine the most energetically stable atomic arrangement
in several nanometer large bimetallic crystallites with a given
shape and composition.11 This topological energy expression
(TOP) method enables the global optimization of mutual
positions of different atoms (or chemical ordering) using
calculations relying on density functional theory (DFT).
According to the TOP method, the energy of a bimetallic

nanoparticle (NP) AmBn (with m atoms A and n atoms B) is
represented as11
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where NBOND
A−B is the number of heteroatomic bonds (nearest-

neighbor pairs of atoms A and B) in the considered structure;
NCORNER

A , NEDGE
A , and NTERRACE

A are the numbers of A-type
atoms on corner, edge, and terrace sites, respectively; and E0 is
a constant for each NP shape and composition. The energetic
parameters εi in eq 1 are fitted to DFT energies of a group of
NPs, called homotops,1 i.e., species with the same shape, size,
and composition but different chemical ordering. Values of εi
(denoted as descriptors herein) directly characterize the nature
of binding in the considered NPs. For instance, using descriptor
values, one can assess the role of surface segregation or
heterometallic bond formation as the driving force for the most
stable chemical ordering. The simplicity of eq 1 allows for
effective identification of the global minimum using multiple
exchange moves of atoms even for nanoparticles with
thousands of atoms.11
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The TOP method was shown to successfully describe the
chemical ordering in bimetallic NPs composed of different
metals, such as Pt−Co,12,13 Pt−Sn,14 Pd−Cu,11 Pd−Ag,11 Pd−
Au,11 Pd−Zn,11 and Cu−Ni.15 However, so far the method was
used to study only NPs with a highly symmetric (truncated)
octahedral shape. Also, to better emulate experimental
conditions in simulations, one has to account for the thermal
disorder of nanoalloys at finite temperatures. We demonstrate
herein that the TOP method is equally well applicable to
predict structures of less symmetric bimetallic NPs equilibrated
at a given temperature. We have addressed Pd−Au nanoalloys
as a paradigmatic example of experimentally well studied
nanoalloys16 with numerous applications in catalysis.17−21 In
particular, recent experimental studies communicate very
substantial complexity of Pd−Au nanoalloys, strong depend-
ence of their structure on the preparation procedure and the
pretreatment before using as catalysts, which result in many still
debated structural questions. Because of this complexity,
despite being among the best theoretically studied bimetallic
particles, Pd−Au nanoalloys continue to be frequently
simulated at various computational levels using the whole
arsenal of models, from slabs22,23 to subnanoscale clusters24,25

and nanoparticles.11,26−29 In many of these modeling studies,
Pd−Au nanoalloys serve as exemplary bimetallic particles,
whose accurate theoretical description requires further develop-
ment and improvement of the underlined computational
approaches.
Our previous analysis of truncated-octahedral fcc nano-

crystallite Pd70Au70 revealed that the main factor that
determines its most favorable chemical ordering is the
segregation of Au atoms on the NP surface.11 Moreover, for
this NP shape, we showed that the less-coordinated the surface
site, the more significant the energy gain for Au segregation on
that particular site. The energy gain due to one Pd−Au bond
formed is at least an order of magnitude less than the energy
gained by surface segregation of one atom Au.11

2. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

Electronic structure calculations are performed using the
periodic plane-wave code VASP.30 We use the PBE31

exchange-correlation functional, which was found to be one
of the most appropriate among common functionals to describe
transition metals.32,33 The interaction between valence and core
electrons was treated within the projector augmented wave
approach.34 In order to moderate the computational cost, the
250.93 eV energy cutoff of plane-wave basis sets is used
(defined by the pseudopotentials of Au and Pd), since the latter
cutoff value was previously shown to provide very similar
energy values to more common 415 eV basis sets.11 The one-
electron levels are smeared by 0.1 eV using the first-order
method of Methfessel and Paxton,35 and the converged
energies are extrapolated to the zero smearing. All calculations
are performed only at the Γ-point in the reciprocal space. All
atoms were allowed to relax during the geometry optimization
until forces on them became less than 0.2 eV/nm. The minimal
separation between NPs exceeds 0.7 nm, at which the
interaction between adjacent NPs was estimated to be
negligible.36

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In order to evaluate the versatility of our computational
protocol, we optimized the chemical ordering in Pd−Au NPs

with varied shapes. Namely, we considered the cuboctahedral
Pd58Au58 particle exposing both extended {100} and {111}
facets, the cubic Pd68Au67 NP, as well as Pd61Au61, whose
symmetry is reduced to C3v (Figure 1). Table 1 lists descriptors
and accuracy metrics for these NPs.

For all studied shapes of ∼1.5 nm large particles, the
optimization of 30−50 structures with different chemical
ordering (homotops) was enough to obtain TOP energy
expressions with excellent precision δ ≤ 115 meV and accuracy
ΔE ≤ 64 meV. Indeed, the precision metric evidences typical
differences of less than 1 meV/atom between DFT and TOP
total energies of homotops in the test set. The accuracy metric,
which reflects subtle energy differences between the lowest-
energy homotops obtained at DFT and TOP levels, is also
remarkably strict. Irrespective of the NP shape, as a rule, the
less-coordinated the surface positions, the higher the energy
gain associated with Au segregation on them. Thus, the

Figure 1. Pd58Au58, Pd61Au61, Pd68Au67, and Pd70Au70 nanoparticles
with the optimized lowest-energy chemical ordering. Pd atoms - light
blue, Au atoms - yellow.

Table 1. Descriptors εi in the Topological Energy
Expressions ETOP for Pd58Au58, Pd61Au61, Pd68Au67, and
Pd70Au70 Nanoparticles as Well as Pd27Au28 Particles along
with the Corresponding Precision (δ) and Accuracy (ΔE)
Values, all in meVa

particle Pd58Au58 Pd61Au61 Pd68Au67 Pd70Au70
b Pd27Au28

εBOND
Pd−Au −21−3+3 −16−3+2 −12−3+4 −13−6+4 −24−7+8

εCORNER
Au c −458−30+38 −409−38+27 −460−26+22 −404−72+76 −567−48+36

εEDGE
Au d −398−69+39 −421−35+51 −242−14+18 −301−77+52 −507−54+31

εTERRACE{100}
Au −398−81+51 −450−37+32 −505−30+21

εTERRACE{111}
Au −296−80+33 −320−45+65 −256−47+38 −200−64+52

δ 108 106 96 115 128
ΔE 42 64 22 26 32
N 51 27 45 32 40

aN is the number of structures (homotops) calculated for determining
the expressions ETOP. 95% confidence intervals of εi (−l

+k) are also
shown. bData from ref 11. cThe coordination number of corner atoms
in the nanoparticles is 6 except for Pd61Au61, which contains both 5-
and 6-coordinated corner atoms. For the particle Pd61Au61, a common
descriptor was used for all corner sites. dDescriptors εEDGE

Au are for 7-
coordinated edge positions in all nanoparticles except Pd68Au67, where
the descriptor is used to characterize 11-coordinated subsurface edge
sites. eδ is twice the residual standard deviation between the EDFT and
ETOP energy values for a set of NTEST ≥ 10 homotops not included in
the fitting procedure. fΔE is the difference between ETOP of the lowest-
energy homotop from the DFT calculations and of the lowest-energy
homotop from the TOP optimization.
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segregation energy of Au is more substantial for low-
coordinated corner and edge sites than for either {100} or
{111} terrace positions.
Close similarities in the respective descriptor values also

clearly manifest in the most stable chemical orderings for the
different NP shapes at 0 K (Figure 1, Table 2). For all of these
shapes, 100% of Au atoms reside on the NP surface, whereas
the interior consists of Pd.
In the lowest-energy homotop of cuboctahedral Pd58Au58,

gold atoms occupy all 6-coordinated corner and 7-coordinated
edges together with all 8-coordinated {100} terrace sites. The
remaining gold atoms are in 9-coordinated {111} terrace
positions. There are two types of corner positions (5- and 6-
coordinated ones) in the C3v Pd61Au61 NP, all occupied by gold
in the lowest-energy structure. Similarly, 7-coordinated edges
there are also fully occupied by Au atoms, whereas the
remaining gold atoms are situated on 9-coordinated {111}
terraces. In the most stable homotop of cubic Pd68Au67, gold
atoms occupy all 6-coordinated corner sites, whereas the rest of
the gold is in 9-coordinated {111} terrace positions. The
lowest-energy structure of truncated octahedral Pd70Au70 NP
shows similar features;11 that is, low-coordinated corner and
edge sites are fully occupied by gold atoms, whereas the rest of
the gold is located at {111} terraces.
On the basis of the descriptors in Table 1 and the structure

of the lowest-energy homotops for each NP (Figure 1, Table
2), we can conclude that, independently of the shape of the
studied NPs, gold, in general, prefers less-coordinated surface
sites. The preference of gold follows the order corner > edge >
{100} terrace > {111} terrace positions. Note that in Pd68Au67
the atoms denoted as “edges” are in fact 11-coordinated
subsurface edges. Hence, it is not surprising that Au atoms do
not tend to occupy these positions.
The original methodology11 allowed one to obtain homotops

with the most energetically stable chemical ordering (discussed
above), which correspond to the ground-state species to be
observed experimentally at very low temperatures. To deal with
nanoparticle models representative of experimental structures
at higher temperatures, we modified the computational
protocol in order to estimate properties associated with the
Boltzmann population of different homotops for a given NP.
For instance, the aforementioned analysis lets us determine
average structural NP properties at elevated temperatures,
which is essential for predicting the chemical (dis-)ordering in
NPs in different applications. Note, however, that this method
accounts only for degrees of freedom associated with chemical
ordering but not with atomic vibrations. Note also that the
simplicity of eq 1 allows one to obtain well-converged
thermodynamic values averaged over up to billions of Monte
Carlo steps.

To demonstrate the potential of the methodology, we
calculated the average chemical ordering for the previously
introduced Pd−Au NPs in a temperature range of 0−1000 K.
In accordance with the Metropolis algorithm, the averaging was
done over accepted configurations, whose statistical weights
were proportional to the number of rejected moves from each
of these configurations. As a result, we were able to determine
the probability of occupation of each site by either Au or Pd.
For instance, it can be seen that, whereas at 0 K all Au atoms
are situated at the NP surface, the concentration of Au atoms in
the interior gradually increases up to 10−15% at 1000 K,
depending on the NP shape (Figure 2).

Obviously, the TOP method is not designed to reliably
optimize the chemical ordering in small bimetallic clusters,
which may exhibit substantial distortions from the crystalline
lattice atomic positions. However, it is important to evaluate
the applicability of this computational methodology for the
description of bimetallic particles at sizes around 1 nm. We
explored the performance of the TOP approach by optimizing
the chemical ordering in a truncated-octahedral Pd27Au28
particle with the dimension of 1.1 nm.
Analysis of the calculated data (see Table 1) reveals that the

present methodology can also reliably predict the chemical

Table 2. Number of Au Atoms on a Site with a Given Coordination Number (in Parentheses a Fraction of Such Sites Occupied
by Au) in the Lowest-Energy Homotops of Different Pd−Au Particles as Well as Their Size in nm

size corner edge {100} {111} interior

Pd58Au58 1.4 24 (100%) 24 (100%) 6 (100%) 4 (17%) 0 (0%)
Pd61Au61 1.6 18 (100%) 27 (100%) 16 (37%) 0 (0%)
Pd68Au67 1.5 48 (100%) 0a (0%) 20 (83%) 0 (0%) 0 (0%)
Pd70Au70 1.6 24 (100%) 24 (100%) 22 (46%) 0 (0%)
Pd27Au28 1.1 11 (92%) 12 (50%) 5 (83%) 0 (0%)

aIn the case of Pd68Au67, edge sites represent 11-coordinated subsurface edge positions, whereas they are 7-coordinated positions for the other
studied NPs.

Figure 2. Equilibrium concentration of Au atoms in the interior of
Pd−Au nanoparticles as a function of temperature. Interior atoms are
those not exposed on the nanoparticle surface.
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ordering in Pd27Au28 with good accuracy (δ = 128 meV) and
precision (ΔE = 32 meV). The qualitative results obtained for
Pd27Au28 are similar to those presented in Table 1 for larger
particles. The key factor of the optimal chemical ordering in
Pd27Au28 is also the surface segregation of gold atoms. The
heteroatomic bond formation is slightly exothermic, by 24
meV, like for larger studied Pd−Au particles. The surface
segregation energies of Au atoms are −567 meV for 5-
coordinated corners, −507 meV for 7-coordinated edge sites,
and −505 meV for 8-coordinated {100} terrace sites. These
values are somewhat larger in magnitude than those for all
other particles in Table 1. The segregation propensity of gold is
the strongest for corner positions, whereas segregation on
edges or terrace sites is characterized by essentially the same
energy. This is also reflected in the structural arrangement of
the lowest-energy Pd27Au28 homotop: there all but one corner
positions are occupied by gold, whereas the remaining gold
atoms are distributed between 7-coordinated edge and 8-
coordinated terrace sites (Table 2, Figure 3).

One can also apply the descriptors fitted to energies of ∼1.5
nm large Pd−Au particles to optimization of much larger
species, which are often encountered in experiments and
applications. Such extrapolation is possible, since descriptors
were shown not to depend significantly on the particle size for
NPs > 1.2 nm.11,12 Namely, we optimized the chemical
ordering in 3.7−4.4 nm large particles of 1264−1603 atoms and
5.4−6.0 nm large particles of 2764−3630 atoms with different
shapes using the respective descriptors from Table 1.
Due to the varying NP shape among the considered species,

there is a significant variation of the surface-to-interior ratio and
of the abundance of particular sites on the nanoparticle surface.
Nevertheless, the amount of Au atoms in these NPs is sufficient
to fully populate all available surface sites (Figure 4, Table 3).
The difference in the composition of the considered Pd−Au
particles is limited to the concentration of Au in the
nanoparticle interior. In 1:1 Pd−Au particles of 3.7−4.4 nm,
the concentration of Au in the NP interior varies from 16% in
the C3v Pd632Au632 particle with the highest surface-to-interior
ratio to 22% in the more compact cubic Pd802Au801 and
cuboctahedral Pd644Au644 NPs. The variation is smaller in 5.4−
6.0 nm large particles, from 27% of Au in the interior of the
octahedral Pd1638Au1637 to 32% in cuboctahedral Pd1815Au1815.
Although the Au concentration in the NP interior increases
with the particle size, it is still significantly below 50% even in
6.0 nm large 1:1 Pd−Au particles.
One of the central points of this investigation is that neither

the descriptors related to the surface segregation of Au nor the
descriptor of Pd−Au bonds vary in a significant manner among
NPs of different shapes (Table 1). Hence, factors governing the
most energetically stable chemical ordering in Pd−Au nano-
alloys are as weakly dependent on the NP shape as they were
shown to be on the NP size.11,12

In order to rigorously show the implications of this result, we
took descriptors optimized for the cuboctahedral Pd58Au58
nanoparticle and used them to calculate the energetically
most favorable chemical ordering in octahedral Pd70Au70 and
C3v Pd61Au61 particles as well as in the respective larger
octahedral Pd732Au731 and C3v Pd632Au632 species. We could not
perform such an analysis for cubic Pd68Au67 and Pd802Au801,
since the latter contains 11-coordinated subsurface edge atoms
absent in Pd58Au58. We found that the lowest-energy structures
of the analyzed octahedral and C3v particles were completely
identical (i.e., had the same parameters as given in Tables 2 and
3) whether we used the descriptors fitted for the respective
shapes or for the cuboctahedral Pd58Au58. This finding
evidences that the differences between the descriptors for
Pd−Au nanoparticles with the same composition but different
shapes (Table 1) are really minor, since such differences do not
alter the driving forces causing the most stable chemical
ordering in the NPs.

Figure 3. Pd27Au28 particle with optimized chemical ordering. Pd
atoms - light blue, Au atoms - yellow.

Figure 4. Lowest-energy chemical ordering of larger Pd−Au
nanoparticles split in halves. Pd atoms - light blue, Au atoms - yellow.
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4. CONCLUSIONS

We have demonstrated that the new TOP method for the
optimization of the chemical ordering in bimetallic nano-
particles is applicable equally efficiently and accurately to high-
and low-symmetry particles. We showed that, independently of
the particle shape, the key factor in the optimal chemical
ordering in Pd−Au nanoparticles with >100 atoms is the
propensity of gold atoms to segregate on the surface. Moreover,
for any of the shapes under scrutiny, the energy gain from the
surface segregation of gold becomes greater or equal, when the
surface segregated atom is less coordinated. The segregation
energies for a particular type of site vary insignificantly between
the considered 1:1 Pd−Au nanoparticles, which is demon-
strated by the transferability of the segregation descriptors
across particles of different shapes for the purpose of structural
optimization.
The TOP methodology accurately describes the chemical

ordering also in twice smaller particles, such as Pd27Au28, being
at the borderline between molecular clusters and metallic
nanoparticles. Notably, for Pd27Au28 species, the descriptors are
found to be larger in magnitude than for larger particles, thus
reflecting the non-negligible size dependence of the chemical
interactions in smaller bimetallic particles when they acquire
molecular properties.
The noticed presence of Pd on the surface of the lowest-

energy homotops of 1:1 Pd-Au nanoparticles smaller than 2 nm
and the absence of Au in their interior is assigned to an
insufficient amount of Au to fully cover the nanoparticle
surface. However, Au is able to cover the whole surface of
nanoparticles consisting of more than 1200 atoms. There, the
concentration of Au in the NP interior becomes noticeable,
although it remains significantly below 50% even for the largest
calculated particle of 3630 atoms.
We have shown that our computational method can now

provide average properties of bimetallic nanoparticles at
moderately elevated temperatures and thus more adequately
simulate their chemical ordering in typical experimental
situations.
The results outlined above show that the TOP method with

its recent implementations can play the role of a very efficient
and versatile computational tool for determining the atomic
arrangement in bimetallic particles with different combinations
of metals and a wide range of sizes, shapes, and compositions.
As a caveat, we mention that significant deviations from the
uniform alloy lattice, e.g., due to the large size mismatch of the
constituting metal atoms, are expected to limit application of
the TOP method. The latter, however, has not been the case
for a variety of bimetallic nanoparticles studied using this

method to date.11−15 The method provides invaluable data on
atomic arrangements in nanoalloys, which are mandatory for
rapid manufacturing of advanced bimetallic nanomaterials via
their knowledge-driven design.
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